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Abstract—The capacity of multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) wireless channels is limited by both the spatial fading
correlation and rank deficiency of the channel. While spatial
fading correlation reduces the diversity gains, rank deficiency
due to double scattering or keyhole effects decreases the spatial
multiplexing gains of multiple-antenna channels. In this paper,
taking into account realistic propagation environments in the
presence of spatial fading correlation, double scattering, and
keyhole effects, we analyze the ergodic (or mean) MIMO capacity
for an arbitrary finite number of transmit and receive antennas.
We assume that the channel is unknown at the transmitter and
perfectly known at the receiver so that equal power is allocated
to each of the transmit antennas. Using some statistical properties of complex random matrices such as Gaussian matrices,
Wishart matrices, and quadratic forms in the Gaussian matrix,
we present a closed-form expression for the ergodic capacity of
independent Rayleigh-fading MIMO channels and a tight upper
bound for spatially correlated/double scattering MIMO channels.
We also derive a closed-form capacity formula for keyhole MIMO
channels. This analytic formula explicitly shows that the use of
multiple antennas in keyhole channels only offers the diversity
advantage, but provides no spatial multiplexing gains. Numerical
results demonstrate the accuracy of our analytical expressions
and the tightness of upper bounds.
Index Terms—Channel capacity, distributions of random matrices, double scattering, keyhole, multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) systems, multiple antennas, spatial fading correlation.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ULTIPLE-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication systems using multiple-antenna arrays at both the
transmitter and the receiver have drawn considerable attention
in response to the increasing requirements on high spectral
efficiency and reliability in wireless communications [1]–[10].
Recent seminal work in [1] and [2] has shown that the use of
multiple antennas at both ends significantly increases the information-theoretic capacity far beyond that of single-antenna
systems in rich scattering propagation environments. As the
number of antennas at both the transmitter and the receiver gets
larger, the capacity increases linearly with the minimum of the
number of transmit and receive antennas for fixed power and
bandwidth, assuming independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading between antenna pairs [1]–[3].
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An important open problem in MIMO communication theory
is to obtain closed-form analytic formulas for the capacity or
mutual information of wireless MIMO channels. However, it
is a mathematically challenging task in that calculations of the
MIMO capacity require taking expectations with respect to a
random channel matrix rather than a scalar random variable
(RV) for the single-antenna case. In random matrix theory
[28]–[31], it is well known that the eigenvalues of a large class
of random matrix ensembles have fewer random fluctuations
as the matrix dimension gets larger—that is, the random
distribution of eigenvalues converges to a deterministic limiting
distribution for a large matrix size. Another useful result of the
random matrix theory is a central limit theorem for random
determinants [29], [32], which states that the distribution of
the random MIMO capacity is asymptotically Gaussian as the
number of antennas tends to infinity with a certain limiting
ratio between the numbers of transmit and receive antennas.
These results of the random matrix theory were applied for
the case of uncorrelated channels in [1] and [10]–[13], and
for spatially correlated channels in [17] and [18]. Although
this asymptotic analysis is only an approximation to the case
of finite matrix size, it circumvents the difficult problem in
analytical calculation of the MIMO capacity and provides
important insights into impacts of the use of multiple antennas
on the capacity behavior.
For the finite number of transmit and receive antennas, Telatar
[1] derived the analytical expression for the ergodic (or mean)
capacity of i.i.d. Rayleigh flat-fading MIMO channels by using
the eigenvalue distribution of the Wishart matrix in integral form
involving the Laguerre polynomials. In [12], Smith and Shafi
further derived the variance of capacity by extending the analysis in [1] and obtained the complementary cumulative distribution function of the capacity using the Gaussian approximation
to random MIMO capacity. Similar results are also found in [13]
in which the density function of a random mutual information
for i.i.d. MIMO channels was derived in the form of the inverse
Laplace transform and the same Gaussian approximation result
as in [12] was presented.
In realistic propagation environments, rank deficiency of a
channel matrix due to pinhole or keyhole effects [19]–[21] may
severely degrade the capacity of MIMO channels as well as spatial fading correlation [14]–[18]. While spatial correlation reduces diversity advantages, rank deficiency of the channel decreases a spatial multiplexing ability, i.e., the slope of a capacity
curve over a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Recently, Gesbert et
al. [19] introduced a double scattering MIMO channel model
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that includes both the fading correlation and rank deficiency, and
pointed out the existence of pinhole channels that exhibit uncorrelated spatial fading between antennas but still have a poor rank
property. Also, in [20] and [21], the occurrence of a rank-deficient channel, called a keyhole channel, has been proposed and
demonstrated through physical examples. In the presence of the
keyhole, the channel has only a single degree of freedom although the spatial fading is uncorrelated, and each entry of the
channel matrix is a product of two complex Gaussian RVs, in
contrast to the complex Gaussian normally assumed in wireless
channels. In fact, keyhole channels may be viewed as a special case of double scattering MIMO channels. These degenerate channels significantly deviate from the idealistic capacity
behavior of i.i.d. channels and are of interest because of recent
validation through physical measurements.
In this paper, taking into account realistic propagation environments such as spatial fading correlation, double scattering,
and keyhole phenomena, we provide analytical expressions for
the ergodic capacity of MIMO channels with finite transmit
and receive antennas. In particular, we derive a closed-form expression for the capacity of i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading MIMO channels. In contrast to Telatar’s integral expression, this capacity
formula is in terms of a finite sum of the well-known special
functions (exponential integral functions, or incomplete gamma
functions) and can be calculated without explicit numerical integration. For spatially correlated and double scattering MIMO
channels, we develop tight upper bounds on the capacity by
using Jensen’s inequality and elementary properties of determinants, such as the principal minor determinant expansion for
the characteristic polynomial of a matrix and the Binet–Cauchy
formula for the determinant of a product matrix.1 Finally, for
keyhole MIMO channels we provide a closed-form solution for
the capacity and show that increasing the number of antennas
serves only to eliminate the effect of fading, but provides no
further benefits (e.g., spatial multiplexing gains).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives, for reference, the definitions of the complex Gaussian
matrix, Wishart matrix, and the positive-definite quadratic form
in the complex Gaussian matrix, and presents some new results
concerning expectations of certain (logarithmic) determinantal
forms of them with a finite matrix size. Using some of the
results in Section II, we derive a closed-form expression of the
ergodic MIMO capacity for the i.i.d. case and upper bounds for
spatially correlated and double scattering cases in Section III.
We, finally, derive a closed-form capacity formula for keyhole
MIMO channels in Section III-D. Section IV concludes the
paper.
We shall use the following notations in this paper. The superscripts , , and denote the complex conjugate, transpose,
and transpose conjugate, respectively. and denote the Kroidentity matrix.
necker product of matrices and an
represents a vector formed by stacking all the columns of into
denotes a trace operator of a square maa column vector.
. By
we denote that
trix and
is positive definite.
1This approach was first introduced by Grant in [10] to obtain the upper bound
on the ergodic MIMO capacity for the i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading case.
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II. REVIEW AND SOME RESULTS ON RANDOM MATRICES
Much attention has been given over the years to the distribution theory of random matrices because they appear in many
applications in statistics and communication theory. The distribution of the covariance matrix of samples from a multivariate
Gaussian distribution, which is known as the Wishart distribution, was perhaps the beginning of a theory of distributions
of random matrices [36], [28]. In this section, by focusing on
the complex cases, we briefly review the definitions and distributions of Gaussian matrices, Wishart matrices, and positivedefinite quadratic forms in the Gaussian matrix—which generalize the univariate Gaussian RV, central chi-square RV, and central positive-definite quadratic form in the Gaussian RV, respectively—and derive some new results on them, which are used
to calculate the ergodic capacity of MIMO channels in the next
section.
In deriving the statistics of a certain random matrix, the Jacobians of matrix transformations are needed and functions of a
matrix argument are also widely used in calculations involving
matrix-variate distributions. The introductions to them are
provided in [28], [33], [34], [37], [38], and [40]. In particular,
[33] has dealt with a wide class of matrix-variate distributions.
Although this textbook concentrates on matrices of real random
variates, one can easily develop the corresponding complex
cases.
A. Complex Gaussian Matrices
Let us denote the complex -variate Gaussian distribution
and covariance matrix
with mean vector
by
.
Definition II.1 ([33, Definition 2.2.1]): A random matrix
is said to have a matrix-variate Gaussian distribution
and covariance matrix
with mean matrix
where
and
are Hermitian, if

We use the notation
to denote that
is Gaussian distributed. The density function of
is given
by

(1)
In the following lemma, we give a preliminary result on the
complex Gaussian matrix.
, then we have for

Lemma II.1: If
and

if
otherwise
(2)
,

where
,

,
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and
is a minor determinant of , i.e., a dematrix lying in the
rows
terminant of the
columns of [25].
and in the
Proof: From the definition of the determinant [25], [26],
we get

If
,
, and
, then
is complex central Wishart distributed, i.e.,
.
The next theorem leads to establish a closed-form expression for
the ergodic capacity of i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading MIMO channels in
Section III-A.
and
Theorem II.1: If
tive real-valued constant, then we have

is an arbitrary posi-

(4)
where
if
otherwise
is the
th entry of and
where
varies over all permutations of the numbers
,
indicates the number of inversions in the permutaand
. Similarly,
tion from the normal order
ranges over all
permutations of the numand
is the number of inversions of
bers
from the normal order
. The ex,
pected terms in summation become nonzero only when
for all
, and the permutations and
have the same order—otherwise, we always get terms multiplied by other independent zero-mean Gaussian entries—and
the corresponding expected values are equal to one because all
are independent with unit variance. There are
entries of
such nonzero terms. The last step follows immediately from
these observations.

is the exponential integral function of order
Proof: See Appendix A.

[45].

C. Positive-Definite Quadratic Forms in Complex Gaussian
Matrices
Khatri [40] has first given a representation for the density
function of matrix quadratic forms in the complex Gaussian matrix and different types of representation have been developed in
[41]–[43]. It reduces to the Wishart density under certain conditions.
Definition II.3 ([33, Theorem 7.2.1]): Let

Then a positive-definite quadratic form in
associated
, denoted by
with a Hermitian matrix
, is defined as

B. Complex Wishart Matrices
Wishart distributions, first obtained by Fisher [35] in the bivariate case and generalized by Wishart [36] using a geometrical
argument, are of great interest in multivariate statistical analysis,
arising naturally in applied research and as a basis for theoretical models (see [28], [30], [33] and references therein).
Definition II.2 ([33, Definition 3.2.1]): A random Hermiis said to have a comtian positive-definite matrix
plex central Wishart distribution with parameters , , and
, denoted by
,
, if its density
function is given by [38], [10]

(3)
where
is the complex multivariate gamma function [38, eq. (83)] and
is the gamma function.

The density function of

is given by [40]

(5)
is an arbitrary conwhere
is the hypergeometric function of two Herstant and
, the denmitian matrices defined by (51). Note that if
. Recently, the
sity (5) reduces to the Wishart density
determinant representation for (5) has been derived in [43] to
settle the computational problem of hypergeometric functions
of matrix arguments.
The following two theorems are the generalizations of [10,
Lemma A.1] and [10, Theorem A.4] to quadratic forms in the
complex Gaussian matrix (of course, Wishart matrices with arbitrary covariance structure), respectively.
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Theorem II.2 (Moments of Generalized Variance): If
, then the th moment of the generalized variis given by
ance

where the -rowed principal minor determinant (i.e.,
) is
where
,
assumed to be . Moreover, let
, and
, then from the Binet–Cauchy formula for the determinant of a product matrix [25], [26], we can
write the -rowed principal minor determinant of as

(6)
,
where
is the Pochhammer symbol and
is the Gauss hypergeometric function of a Hermitian matrix defined by (50).
, then
In particular, if
(7)
Proof: See Appendix B.
Theorem II.3: If
and
positive real-valued constant, then we have

is an arbitrary

(10)
or
, then the -rowed principal minor
where if
determinant of the product matrix becomes zero. Note that by
easy induction, the property (10) can be extended to the product
of any number of matrices.
, then
.
Let
Using (9), (10), and Lemma II.1, we have the result (11) shown
at the bottom of the page.
We remark that if
have

(8)
.
where
Proof: The proof of this theorem depends on the following
matrix ,
elementary properties of determinants. For any
can be written as a sum of all the principal minor
determinants from the theorem of principal minor determinant
expansion for the characteristic polynomial of a matrix [10],
[25], i.e.,
(9)

and

in Theorem II.3, we

and

which yield the following result on the Wishart matrix
:

(12)
where the last step follows from the expression of the Laguerre
polynomial in (40). This result was first derived by Grant [10,
Theorem A.4]. Theorem II.3 will be applied to obtain an upper

(11)
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bound on the ergodic capacity of MIMO channels in the next
section.
III. CAPACITY OF MIMO WIRELESS CHANNELS
We consider a point-to-point communication link with
transmit and receive antennas. In what follows, we refer
and
and restrict our
to
analysis to the frequency flat-fading case. We assume that the
channel is perfectly known to the receiver but unknown to the
transmitter. The total power of the complex transmitted signal
is constrained to regardless of the number of
vector
antennas, i.e.,
(13)
is

At each symbol interval, the received signal vector
given by

(14)
is a random channel matrix and
is a complex -dimensional additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector. The entries ,
and
of are the complex channel gains between
.
transmit antenna , and receive antenna with
In this case, the average SNR at each receive antenna is equal
.
to
When the transmitted signal vector is composed of statistically independent equal power components each with a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution, the channel
capacity under transmit power constraint is given by [1], [2]
where

Theorem III.1: If
, i.e., for an i.i.d.
Rayleigh-fading MIMO channel with transmit and receive
antennas, the ergodic capacity in bits/s/Hz under transmit power
constraint and equal power allocation is given by

(18)
, then
Proof: If
From (16) and Theorem II.1, we have the theorem.

.

The analytical expression of
for the i.i.d.
Rayleigh-fading case was first derived by Telatar [1] in
single integral form involving the Laguerre polynomials. In
contrast, Theorem III.1 provides a closed-form expression
in terms of the exponential integral functions (or
for
incomplete gamma functions). Moreover, it generalizes the
previously known result of closed-form capacity formulas
for Rayleigh-fading channels with reception diversity [22] to
MIMO cases.
. From (18) with
and
Example 1: Consider
, the ergodic capacity of an i.i.d. MIMO channel with
antennas at both the transmitter and the receiver is given by

(19)
(bits /s/ Hz)

(15)

The ergodic (mean) capacity2 of the random MIMO channel,
which is the Shannon capacity obtained by assuming it is
possible to code over many channel realizations of the ergodic
fading process, is evaluated by averaging with respect to the
random channel matrix , i.e., [1]

Example 2 (Multiple-Input Single-Output (MISO) Chan, i.e., a MISO channel. From (18) with
nel): Consider
and
, the ergodic capacity of an i.i.d. MISO channel
with transmit antennas is given by
(20)

(16)
where the random matrix

is defined as

Example 3 (Single-Input Multiple-Output (SIMO) Chan, i.e., a SIMO channel. From (18) with
nel): Consider
and
, the ergodic capacity of an i.i.d. SIMO channel
with receive antennas is given by

(17)
(21)
A. Independent and Identically Distributed MIMO Channels
Now consider an i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading case, i.e.,
. The following result gives a closed-form
formula for the ergodic capacity of i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading
MIMO channels.
2The capacity for fading channels can be defined in a number of ways, depending on the amount of channel knowledge, delay constraints, signaling constraints, and statistical nature of the channel. The various capacity measures for
fading channels can be found in [23].

which is in agreement with [22, eq. (40)] if applying the identity (46).
Applying Jensen’s inequality to (16) and using (12), we obtain a simple and tight upper bound to (18), first derived by Grant
[10, Theorem 2], as follows:

(22)
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it is easy to see that
. The following
result gives an upper bound on the ergodic capacity of such a
channel.
, i.e., for a corTheorem III.2: If
related Rayleigh-fading MIMO channel with transmit and
receive antennas, the ergodic capacity in bits/s/Hz is bounded
as

(25)

, then
where if
,
and
, and
,
and
. Applying Jensen’s inequality
if
to (16) and using Theorem II.3 yield the desired result.
Proof: If

Fig. 1. Ergodic capacity of i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading MIMO channels with t
transmit and r receive antennas.

Furthermore, using [10, Lemma A.1], we have at high SNR

(23)
which can be also obtained from (22) using

Expression (23) implies that at high SNR, the slope of
the capacity curve over SNR in decibels is determined by
—that is, the capacity increases bits/s/Hz for each
3-dB increase in SNR.
Fig. 1 shows the ergodic capacity of i.i.d. Rayleigh-fading
,
;
MIMO channels for the following five cases: a)
,
; c)
,
; d)
,
; e)
,
b)
. The exact capacity and its upper bound are plotted
using (18) and (22), respectively. As expected, we see that the
slope of the capacity curve over SNR increases with
and when the SNR and the ratio between and are fixed, the
. For example, the capacity
capacity is proportional to
and
is 115.64 bits/s/Hz at
of the channel with
SNR of 35 dB, which is about five times 23.19 bits/s/Hz for
and
.
B. Spatially Correlated MIMO Channels
We consider correlated Rayleigh-fading MIMO channels
with the correlation structure of a product form [17], i.e.,
(24)
,
and
are
where
transmit and receive correlation matrices, respectively. From (1)
to with the Jacobian
and making the transformation from

Note that the upper bound (25) is the logarithm of a polynomial of degree in and the th-order coefficient of the polynomial depends only on sums of all -rowed principal minor
determinants of correlation matrices. As the th-order term becomes dominant at high SNR, the asymptotic slope of the capacity curve over SNR in decibels is determined by
for even correlated channels. In particular, if
, using (7),
we have at high SNR

(26)
which can be also obtained by taking only the th-order
term in (25). From (23) and (26), we can see that the capacity reduction due to the spatial fading correlation is
bits/s/Hz at high SNR.
correlaExample 4 (Constant Correlation Model): A
tion matrix is called the th-order (positive-definite) constant
, decorrelation matrix with correlation coefficient
, if it has the following structure:
noted by

..
.

..
.

..
.

..

.

..
.

This correlation model may approximate closely spaced antennas and may be used for the worst case analysis or for some
rough approximations using the average value of correlation
coefficients for all off-diagonal entries of the correlation matrix.
are
and
with
Since eigenvalues of
multiplicities, its determinant can be written as
(27)
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Fig. 2. Ergodic capacity of spatially correlated Rayleigh-fading MIMO
channels with t transmit and r receive antennas. The transmit and receive
:
correlations are constant correlations with correlation coefficients 
and 
: , i.e.,
: and
: , respectively.

=07

8 = 2 (0 5)

8 = 2 (0 7)

= 05

Fig. 3. Ergodic capacity as a function of correlation coefficient  for spatially
correlated Rayleigh-fading MIMO channels with t transmit and r receive
 and
.
antennas.

8 =2 ( )

8 =2 ( )

Furthermore, any -rowed principal minor matrices of
are also the th-order constant correlation matrices so that their
determinants are
(28)
.
where
and
where
Let
. Then, from (25) and (28), the ergodic capacity is bounded
as

(29)
Fig. 2 shows the simulation results and upper bounds for the
ergodic capacity of Rayleigh-fading MIMO channels with constant transmit and receive correlations for the same number of
antennas as in Fig. 1. The transmit and receive correlation maand
are
and
, respectively. The
trices
upper bound is plotted using (29). We can see that upper bounds
are quite tight for the entire range of SNRs, regardless of the
number of antennas. It can be also shown that the asymptotic
slope of capacity curves over SNR is identical with that of i.i.d.
cases in Fig. 1, although correlations reduce the diversity advantages (a parallel shift of the capacity curve). Fig. 3 shows the ergodic capacity of uniformly correlated Rayleigh-fading MIMO
and
as a function
channels with
of correlation coefficient at SNR of 20 dB. As expected, the
capacity decreases significantly with an increase in correlation
coefficient , particularly for larger and because the constant
correlation is the worst case model.
Example 5 (Jakes Model [15], [27]): In general, the fading
correlation depends on both the antenna spacing and the angular spectrum of the incoming radio wave. If we employ a

Fig. 4. Ergodic capacity as a function of antenna spacing in wavelengths
for spatially correlated Rayleigh-fading MIMO channels with t transmit and
r receive antennas. The transmit and receive correlations
and
follow
from the Jakes model. 

J i j
d= and
20
dB.

=

8
8
= (( 0 ) 1 2 )
=

linear array with equally spaced antennas and the classical Jakes
correlation model with the uniform angular spectrum [27], the
th entries of
and
are given by, respectively, [15]

where
is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind,
is the wavelength, and
and
are the interelement distances of the transmit and receive antenna arrays, respectively.
More general extension of the Jakes one-ring model of scatterers
to MIMO channels has been explored in [14].
Fig. 4 shows the simulation results and upper bounds for the
ergodic capacity of Rayleigh-fading MIMO channels with the
Jakes correlation model as a function of antenna spacing at SNR
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of 20 dB when
and . The upper bound is
plotted using (25). We see that the degradation in capacity due to
the fading correlation is small when antenna spacing is greater
, which agrees with the well-known result for spatial
than
diversity systems [27].
C. Double Scattering MIMO Channels [19]
The i.i.d. or correlated Rayleigh fading between antenna elements, which are based on the assumption that only single scattering processes occurred or equivalent single scattering processes could be represented, cannot explain important rank-deficient behavior of MIMO channels. In [19], Gesbert et al. proposed a double scattering MIMO channel model that includes
rank-deficient effects as well as spatial fading correlation. In
double scattering MIMO channels, the channel matrix can be
written as [19]
(30)
,
, is
where
the number of effective scatterers on both transmit and receive
,
, and
are the transmit,
sides, and correlation matrices
receive, and scatter correlation matrices, respectively. The rank
of the MIMO channel (spatial multiplexing ability) is primarily
. In this model, it is possible to have uncontrolled through
correlated fading at both sides but have a rank-deficient MIMO
channel and hence poor capacity behavior. This channel is called
as a pinhole channel.
be selected according to (30) at each
Theorem III.3: Let
symbol interval, then the ergodic capacity in bits/s/Hz for such
channels is bounded as

(31)

Fig. 5. Ergodic capacity of double scattering MIMO channels with t transmit
and r receive antennas. s
,
:
,
:
, and
:
.

2 (0 9)

= 6 8 = 2 (0 1) 8 = 2 (0 1)

8 =

Example 6: If
,
, and
where
, then using (28) and Theorem III.3, we have an upper bound on the ergodic capacity as
shown in (32) at the bottom of the page.
Fig. 5 shows the simulation results and upper bounds for
the ergodic capacity of double scattering MIMO channels with
,
,
, and
.
The upper bound is plotted using (32). This example serves to
demonstrate the effect of rank deficiency of the channel on the
MIMO capacity behavior. We can see that the asymptotic slopes
,
and
,
of capacity curves for
do not increase beyond the slope for
,
because
in all three cases. In other words, since the
is , there are no further spatial multiplexing benerank of
fits from increasing and beyond . It serves only to provide
additional diversity gains.
Example 7: If spatial correlation does not exist, i.e.,
, and
, we have that

Proof: Apply Jensen’s inequality to (16) and take the
same steps in the proof of Theorem II.3.
Similar to correlated MIMO channels, the upper bound (31)
in .
is the logarithm of a polynomial of degree
Therefore, the asymptotic slope of the capacity curve over SNR
in double scattering MIMO
is determined by
channels.

(33)
Two extreme cases of (33) are the keyhole channel (see Secand
,
tion III-D) and the i.i.d. MIMO channel when
, (33) reduces to
respectively. If
(34)

(32)
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, from the fact that

(35)
(33) becomes (22).
D. Keyhole MIMO Channels [20], [21]
In certain MIMO propagation environments, a degenerate
channel with only a single degree of freedom (i.e., one-rank
channel matrix) may arise due to the keyhole effect [20], [21].
In such a channel, the only way for the radio wave to propagate
from the transmitter to the receiver is to pass through the
is a product of two independent
keyhole, and each entry of
complex Gaussian RVs rather than the complex Gaussian.
for keyhole MIMO channels is
Then, the channel matrix
given by [20], [21]

..
.

..
.

..

.

..
.

(36)

and
describe the rich
where
scattering at the transmit and receive antenna arrays, respectively, and the keyhole is assumed to ideally reradiate the captured energy, like the transmit and receive scatterers. In fact, the
keyhole channel is a special case of the double scattering MIMO
channel in Section III-C (see Example 7). Note that as all components of and are independent, all entries of are uncor. Since is of one rank, we need not
related but
use the random matrix results in analysis for keyhole channels.
The following theorem provides a closed-form solution for the
ergodic capacity of keyhole MIMO channels.
where
and
Theorem III.4: If
, then the ergodic capacity in bits/s/Hz for such
channels is given by

(37)
is the Euler’s digamma function
where
is the Meijer’s G-function3 [45,
[45, eq. (8.360.1)] and
eq. (9.301)].
Proof: See Appendix C.
We remark that as
, the last term in (37) vanishes and
the capacity becomes asymptotically
(38)
which shows that the use of multiple antennas in keyhole channels cannot provide the spatial multiplexing gain and only of3The Meijer’s G-function is provided as the built-in function in common
mathematical software packages such as MAPLE and MATHEMATICA.

Fig. 6. Ergodic capacity of keyhole MIMO channels with t transmit and r
receive antennas.

fers the diversity gain determined by
in ergodic
capacity point of view. Using Jensen’s inequality and (59), we
have an upper bound to (37) as

which agrees with (34).
Fig. 6 shows the ergodic capacity of keyhole MIMO channels
and . Analytical curves are comwhen
puted using (37) and simulation results are also plotted to verify
our analysis. This example demonstrates the effect of keyholes
on the MIMO capacity. We can see that for any and , the slope
of capacity curves over SNR in decibels remains constant since
the channel has only a single degree of freedom regardless of
the number of antennas. Increasing and serves only to provide diversity gains.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the capacity of multiple-antenna
systems in realistic propagation environments in the presence
of spatial fading correlation, double scattering, and keyhole effects. Double scattering can describe the rank-deficient effect
as well as spatial fading correlation and the keyhole makes the
MIMO channel exhibit uncorrelated spatial fading between antennas but have a one-rank transfer matrix. We obtained the
closed-form formula for the ergodic capacity of i.i.d. Rayleighfading MIMO channels and upper bounds for correlated and
double scattering channels. The upper bounds are in the form
of the logarithm of a polynomial in SNR—the degree of the
polynomial is equal to the rank of the MIMO channel and the
th-order coefficient depends only on sums of all -rowed principal minor determinants of correlation matrices—and are quite
tight for the entire range of SNRs. In particular, we derived
simple and closed-form capacity bounds for constant correlation cases. The closed-form solution for the ergodic capacity of
keyhole MIMO channels was also derived.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM II.1
The proof of Theorem II.1 requires the following result on
the eigenvalue density of Wishart matrices.
Lemma A.1 (Bronk [39]): If
sity function of an unordered eigenvalue

of
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where
is the complementary incomplete gamma function [45, eq. (8.350.2)]. Using (44), we
get

, then the denis given by
(39)

is the Laguerre polynomial of order
where
[45, eq. (8.970.1)]

(45)
is the speFurthermore, the exponential integral function
cial case of the complementary incomplete gamma function,
i.e.,

defined as
(46)
From (45) and (46), we obtain
(47)

(40)

The above result can also be found in [1]. From (40) and the
identity of [45, eq. (8.976.3)]

Substituting (47) into (43), we complete the proof of the
theorem.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM II.2

(41)
the eigenvalue density of the Wishart matrix
in (39) can be rewritten as

Before proceeding to prove the theorem, it is necessary to
give the definitions of hypergeometric functions of matrix arguments.
1) Complex multivariate hypergeometric coefficient for a
partition [38, eq. (84)]:
(48)

(42)

where
is the Pochhammer symbol,
partition of the nonnegative integer such that
and
, and

denotes a

Using (42), we have

(49)
2) Hypergeometric functions of matrix arguments [38, eqs.
(87) and (88)]:

(43)

(50)

To evaluate the integral in (43), we use the following result
from [22, Appendix B]:

(51)
is the zonal
where and are Hermitian matrices and
polynomial of a Hermitian matrix [38, eq. (85)].
in (5), we have
From the density of

and
(44)

(52)
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From (16), (57), and (58), we have

where

(53)
Using the expansion of the hypergeometric function in terms of
zonal polynomials in (51) and the following properties of zonal
polynomials [34]:

(60)

(54)
The integral
and, for Hermitian matrices
and

,

in (60) is evaluated as

,

(61)
in terms of the Meijer’s G-funcExpressing
tion, namely [46, eq. (8.4.6.6)]

(55)
(53) can be evaluated as

(62)
and using the integral table [45, eq. (7.821.3)]

(63)
(56)

we can evaluate the second integral

in (60) as

Substituting (56) into (52) yields the result (6). For the special
, using
for a
case that
[34], we can show that (6) reduces
Hermitian matrix
to (7).
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM III.4

(64)
where the last equality follows from [45, eq. (9.31.2)]. Substituting (61) and (64) into (60) gives the result (37).

Note that

(57)
,
, and
. Since and
Let
are sums of and independent exponential RVs, respectively,
they are central chi-square distributed with and degrees of
freedom. The density function of is, therefore, given by [24]

(58)
is the th-order modified Bessel function of the
where
second kind, and the th moment of is given by

(59)
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